
Let's go to the park
illustrations, Pierre Brignaud. --

Let's go to the beach
illustrations, Pierre Brignaud.

Baby talk
Judy Hindley ; illustrated by Brita Granstrèom.

Hide and snake
Keith Baker.

Our class took a trip to the
zoo
by Shirley Neitzel ; pictures by Nancy Winslow Parker.

Rhyming dust bunnies
by Jan Thomas. --

Family Storytime @ TC Apr. 25, 2013 - Learning New
Vocabulary Words!
We all learn some new vocabulary words each and every day, especially for pre-school children
who are being prepared to go to school. It is very important to expose as many new vocabulary
words to your children as possible. That way, they will eventually remember them and will use them
in their everyday speech and writing. Through reading the same storybooks, practice writing the
alphabets in those words, and using them to speak with your children can be quite effective for their
retention. As we know, practice makes perfect! =]
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Maisy big, Maisy small
Lucy Cousins.

Winnie-the-Pooh's
opposites
inspired by A.A. Milne ; with decorations by Ernest H.
Shepard. --

Polar opposites
written and illustrated by Erik Brooks. --

Up, down, and around
Katherine Ayres ; illustrated by Nadine Bernard
Westcott. --
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